Music Genres
Specific focus: Hip Hop

W/C: 27th April 2020

The definition for hip-hop is as follows: a style of popular music of US black and Hispanic origin, featuring rap
with an electronic backing. Is rap the same as hip-hop? There is often an overlap between these because rap
is one of the main elements in hip hop. The key difference between rap and hip hop is that rap is a type of
music genre whereas hip hop is a music genre, an artistic movement as well as a subculture.

Subject: Music/History

Subject: Music

Activity Outcome: Create a timeline of famous hip Activity Outcome: Song review
-hop and rap artists.
It is really important to ensure that your
Read the slides about the history of rap on the
parents/carers are aware of what you are
next few pages. Whenever an artist is mentioned, watching on the internet. Although we think the
make a note of their name/names. Once you have songs are appropriate, speak to an adult about
completed reading each slide and noting the
the songs you are about to watch.
names, create a timeline to show when famous
Listen to the following songs on YouTube. Choose
rap and hip-hop artists were born and died. A
one of the songs and write a review. Answer the
template for the timeline is available on page 7.
following questions:
As an extension, you could make notes on your
timeline about the most famous albums/songs
from each artist and when they were released.

1)
2)

Why do you like the song?
What do you think the message of the song
is?
3)
Use your prior knowledge of the music
dynamics to discuss the rhythm, beat and
pace of the song.
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=xpVfcZ0ZcFM
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=RvVfgvHucRY
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=T3E9Wjbq44E

Subject: PE/Dance

Subject: Music—make your own beat!

Activity Outcome: Learn a hip-hop inspired dance. Activity Outcome: Watch the YouTube clips from
STOMP and make your own beat.
Watch the YouTube videos below. Both videos

give you a tutorial on how to dance like you are a An essential part to a good hip-hop song is the
hip-hop artist.
beat and rhythm. With a catchy beat and rhythm,
you can get your audience dancing in no time!
If you’re feeling brave, with permission from an
Watch the following clips for inspiration and use a
adult, record your dance and tweet it to us
few household items to record a beat. I suggest
@FeatherstoneYR6
using pots and pans along with a plastic cup or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LETsrDLIoto two . Can’t find any instruments? Use your body!
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ik8jICj8juc
watchv=Nb_wLPAIqYM
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsXOehynKJ8

The History of Rap/Hip-hop
Centuries before rap became
popular, West-African artists were
using drums to tell stories. This is
where hip-hop originated from.

